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About This Content

Never Split the Party is an ultra social rogue-like! You're one of four adventurers entering an epic dungeon to take down
the evil vampire known only as The Countess, who killed your parents and is now constantly bombarding you with insults.

The Fellowship Unlock permanently expands on the base game and unlocks additional classes and benefits.

Included Character Classes

The Rogue - Fast movement; Keep an eye on this one. He's for you if you are impatient and he's great at dodging.

The Mage - Weak defense but Strong Damage. A great class if you're good at dodging.

The Ranger - Weapons have Pierce and can cut thru entire groups of enemies with ease.

The Mercenary - The Greediest of classes. Every coin found will increase your damage.

The Beastmaster - A Familiar based class where your vicious pets will deal extra damage.

The Paladin - Features a variety of Team Boost abilities that enhance the performance of every player in the room with
you.
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The Lancer - A Sniper class for those who who like to take careful aim and pick off the enemies one by one.

Included Challenge Modes

Bomb Craft - All players have Shots are Bombs. You'd think this would be OP but team damage is on so it's very
tricky.

Player vs. Player - FFA Deathmatch FTW! Killing a player gives you 1 point. Killing a boss gives you 3. Don't let
them run off with your upgrades! Enemy health is halved and pickup drops are doubled for extra fun.

Epic Dungeons - All dungeons have triple the number of rooms.

Four Black Mages - A challenge from the distant land of World A.

Race Against Time - All players take damage every 3 minutes.

Full Plate - Very Slow, High Damage, High Health.
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I have enjoyed my short time in the game. For the price it is a steal. Does it reinvent RTS games? Not by a long shot, but it does
stay true to the elements that make RTS games fun. So far the campaign mode has been solid and considering the size of the
developer that is behind this, it is quite frankly a damn fine achivement. So if you are looking for yet another RTS to add to
your collection you could choose far worse for way more money.. Since HoloBall just came out a few days before Cyberpong, I
think many people will be wondering what the differences are and if it's worth owning both.

In single player, Cyberpong VR is best described as VR Breakout with a dash of Tetris. Blocks spawn at the back of the arena
and slowly move towards you. You destroy them with bouncing balls and powerups until a block makes it to your side. Then the
game is over. There's strategy in how you save and use the powerups, and skill in juggling and aiming the many balls.

The suprise for me was PvP multiplayer, where it plays like VR Pong. There are no powerups or blocks, just returning the ball
back and forth as it becomes faster and faster. It sounds simple, and it is, but being face to face in VR with your opponent
brings so much to the game. It's an absolute blast. Shoutout to Shaquille who beat me easily 5 games straight.

Cyberpong will have you moving all around the required play area, but it doesn't push you to swing with the same vigor that
HoloBall does. I've had to take a break for a few days from HoloBall for my arm to recover. Cyberpong brings my pulse up, but
doesn't wear me out.

TL;DR: While Cyberpong VR and HoloBall look similar, they play very differently, and both are great fun. The online
multiplayer in Cyberpong VR is an absolute must try.. Hello Friends! I decided to write a guide for Birthdays the Beginning! At
first i thought this was a evolution game, but looking into it, it seems more focused on puzzle gaming too. Most people see this
as a casual game, and it can be defined as such due to no fighting in it. It mainly focuses on evolving a little cube world with all
manner of lifeforms. There are several factors to consider too..for example, the height of the land, how close it is to a water
source, the temperature rate, and how many of each species there is. These all add up to a evolution game that requires some
strategy due to the puzzle type playing of the game.

As with all games, if you get bored due to repetition, please take a break from it. This can lead to boredom if playing this game
too much. As for this game, i recommend it for players who like strategy and puzzle games. Also, much micromanaging is
required if you want to evolve the correct species. I even found some of the levels difficult myself. I have yet to finish the game
as i think im on the final level.

NOTE: I did have problems with the game crashing, but if you put "run as admin" in compatibility settings, it works fine. It
won't let you take screenshots after you do it though.... I got this game as part of the Jingle Jam 2016, and it was one of my
favorites. It only takes about an hour and half to beat, but I really enjoyed everything about it. The visuals and sound design
were really atmospheric, and the mechanics were intuitive and fun. Kind of a minimalist game, but in a really good way.. As
lazy as the puzzle games this dev seems to vomit onto steam every week.
Pass on this and the other games by this dev.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GOGITVqXUCQ. Love this game. Great atmosphere, fast and challenging platforming, surprisingly great
voice acting, amazing soundtrack, and a story that makes you want to keep playing to see what happens. It's been a long time
since I sat down and felt compelled to play a game for several hours straight like I did with this one. Yes, this game has some
tough and tight platforming but this is why you are given certain abilities and mechanics, it's just a matter of applying them. If
you don't mind a bit of challenge and love atmospheric games I highly recommend this.. Playing this game is one of the most
heterosexual things I have ever done.. Graphics are great!

Story and ending horrible. Still trying to figure out what the hell I just accomplished after 3 hours. Also, not scary at all. Not
even slightly.. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). Corey Taylor is the best. Buy it c:
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Really wasn't expecting it to be what it was. The idea seems really cool and I love these sorts of games but the fact the game tells
you absolutely nothing and I slammed my face into a wiki just to find out how to make a carbon based weapon wasn't doing the
game any favours. It would have been easy to overlook as a discovery game until the further I got in, it's all about putin's shorts.
Combining Vodka and the Internet to make a firewall that makes all porn have realistic writing. Oh how funny(!)

This game really does try too hard and passes absolutely nowhere other than the core idea. It seems like a quick rush based off
Big Pharma's relative success filled with a bunch of 12 year old "omg im so random xd" humour and it's not cute about it at all..
boring and repetitive. The puzzle room VR is a very simple yet puzzling game. It puts you in a room where you are trapped yet
you have freedom to interact with almost everyth single aspect of that room. The game at its current state is not to hard, but if
you are one to mess around in vr you can easily waste time in this game and still have fun. Currently it only has 2 rooms to
escape from. The first room being short and easy yet still fun. While the second room feels the developers put more time into it
to make it a little longer. Both rooms are still fun and possible to complete. If you are looking for an escape the room for a
decent price and future updates the price on this game is pretty resonable. Id reccomend this game to anyone looking to escape a
room or two, and definitely reccomend throwing some friends into the game aswell.. Don't even bother. Loaded into my
computer then proceeded to just wreck everything. Even Task Manager was confused.. 6/10
This is a fun VR escape the room game with added depth included in rewinding time.
DEVS: remove the annoying "action" timelock mode. I want to play a puzzle game with time shifting and the timelock mode
was pretty annoying.. A very stylish,sexy hack'n slash game with a protagonist that has a penchant for a wearing all kinds of
kinky bondage gear,the action is very good so if you're a fan of cool over the top action game you'll have a great time with this
one.. The Bombardier ALP-45DP does not seem to have the in-cab signaling as specified in the post. This seems to be a
problem with the new ALP-46 as well. As a former EL towerman I was also disapointed in the detail of the Hoboken Terminal
and the waterfront. Missing lots of features such as the old West End tower at the tunnel outlets, Relay huts and electric
hardware at Grove Street X-overs, Large Train timtable display in terminal, Path entrances and ferry slips etc. All the things that
make it look like its been there for years instead of built yesterday.
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